
FOREX Trader-Pro  

 

Duration: 5 Days Live Market | 5 days live practice* 

India 

Training Classroom: Weekdays | 7 hours every day 

Fee: INR 40,000 (Indian Nation) 

World 

Training Classroom: Weekdays | 7 hours every day 

Fee: USD 1,200 

Training Online: Weekdays | 5 hours every day 

Fee: USD 1,000 

Overview 

 
Undoubtedly Forex market can give returns which no market can give. If you are trading 
currencies you feel the heat, yeah it’s not easy! It’s always one is winner and another is looser, 
you fall on looser side because you don’t expertise on it. You know so many thing but things 
don’t turn the way you thought. So, here we bring a professional course which is designed as 
per your need. Fill the hole in your trading style! 

 
Why do we trade Forex? 

 
Wollahh! I wanna trade because everyone else is trading! 
We trade Forex because, it is something we can understand and we can expertise. You can trade 
in your busy schedule because it a 24 hour market. You can make it your profession. However, 
We tell you here - it needs your attention and dedication with proper discipline. There is no easy 
way to easy money!  

 
Who can learn? 

 
Anyone, course is designed for students and professional traders who take Forex trading 
seriously. 

 
Training Method 

 
 In 5 training sessions for 7 hours each. We go with training concepts in initial training hours 

in live market. Then take 2-3 live example and analyze them in another session.  
 

  In practice sessions we see how you have taken the trade, we analyze and improve your 
trading style and see, you don’t make mistakes.  

 
 Maximum 5 students are in a Batch so that instructor can see each, what they learning. 

 
 Students are provided Computer in classroom program or you can bring your own laptop or 

tab. We provide equip you with software’s and data. 
 



Detailed Course Curriculum  

 
DAY I 
 

 Forex Basics 
Learn why we should trade forex! How it all started, understand global forex market, history and 
current scenario! Who all are market participants, how them impact the market! Few powerful 
information which you must know before you trade. 
 

 Forex Terminologies 
Understand all the term used in FX market like spot, lot, pip, quote, rollover, carry trade, 
position sizing and more. Understand the trading mechanism, type of trade you can do and 
market structure. 

 
 Understanding Currency Pairs 

 Every trade takes place in currency pairs. You must have strong understanding of major, minor 
and exotic pairs. Which are safe heaven and which are more risky? 
 

 Creating Trading Plan 
Here, we’ll learn to asses ourselves. Our riskless capital, position size, time we have, our own 
behavior. Create a plan for tomorrows trading. Learn about the mistakes we do when creating a 
plan. 
 

 Trading style 
We’ll go through various trading styles used by pro-traders like scalping, swing trading, 

positional trading and more. You’ll understand which trading style suits you and your need. Not 

just adopting a style but flows of it. How can we improve it even more! 

 

DAY 2 

 Live in action 
It’s time that we execute our trade. Hey, hold on! Before that we need to prepare what we 
gonna do today. Executing our trading plan! 
 

 Orders and Stops 
We’ll go through various order types, use them in our trade! Which is used when and why! 
Types of stop losses! Which one to use when and why! 
 

 Do some Live trade 
We see if you can trade as this level, effective trading! Are you following your own plan! Trade 
and analysis of what you’ve traded. 
 

 Time Zones 
You’ll secure a strong knowledge of various time zones and highly active currency pairs. Know 
which one is good to trade in which time zone. 
 



 Risk Management 
It’s a very strategic part, a highly required skill before you jump to trade! There are various ways 
you manage your risk like position sizing, low leverage, diversification and derivatives. You’ll 
understand the most effective strategies and when you can use which one! 
 
 

DAY 3  
 

 Live Trade with Instructor 

Another session on live trading and analysis! Are you able to implement all those your learnt 

before in combined way. Check on your risk management and trading plan both. 

 

 Trading on News : Global Economics 

Learn to trade on News. Get to the data source, analysis, interpret and trade on the data. 

Normally, people analyze data accurately but fail to trade effectively. So, Learn to trade data. 

 

 Data mining and analysis 

Understand where to get stats, how do we crunch valuable information to make money. Learn 

trading on correlations like dollar, gold, crude, weather, equity and commodities. Understand 

dollar index and its past data to learn how you can use it in your trading plan. 

 

 Trade Management 

Once you have learnt to enter the trade it’s time to manage the trade, where to take the profits, 

shall we scale In or Out. Trade management helps you in taking maximum profits possible, learn 

the techniques to reduce your losses and stretch the trade at max. 

 

Day 4 

 

 Live trade with instructor 

Another session on live trading and analysis! Are you able to implement all those your learnt 

before in combined way. Check on your analytical skills trade on News yourself along with us. 

 

 Technical Analysis Tools 

So, here we start technical analysis, start with basics using live example and trades. Carefully, 

observe and learn to overcome minor mistakes you do while trading. Use these indicators in an 

efficient way in various time frames. 

 

 Time Frame Analysis 

Learn to trade in various timeframes; you can utilized your expertise to exploit price movements 

in very smart way. This can give you more confidence in trading. 

 

 

 



DAY 5 

 

 Live Trading and Analysis 

Trade with instructor in the live market, implement all that you learnt in previous day. 

 

 Technical Analysis Continues.. 

We refine you more on technical skills. 

 

 Scalping Techniques 

People who are normally impatient, choose scalping trading techniques. There are people who 

do only scalping in Forex to exploit every minor move in currency price. 

 

 Swing Trading System 

Those with little heavy pocket go for positional trades but those who don’t have millions makes 

better profit with swing trading. We equip you with skill sets to be a good swing trader. We see 

how you can do swing trading using your technical skills and refine it to the professional level. 

 

 Trading on Momentums 

Many traders trade with the trend and try to take advantage of momentum moves after a 

breakout. You’ll learn to trade on momentum and learn to avoid common mistakes. 

 

 Emotions and Money management 

Most of the trades are influenced by your emotions. Human need, want, greed, fear and many 

more emotion are cause for our losses. Master your emotions, learn to identify your emotional 

state, enhance your skills to control your emotions and use them in effective trading. 

 

DAY 6 to 9  

Finally, after completing the program you have to stand on your own. You can’t walk forever 

holding our hand. Trade for yourself everyday and we’ll be there to guide you, improve you, 

correct you and that’s how you master the FOREX.  

Day 10  

Final Exam and You make world a richer place 


